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Presentation text by Hervé Robbe
REW is above all an abbreviation, an acronym that allows us, by
a simple gesture, to go back to the course of things inscribed
on the spirals of magnetic tapes. This plasticity of the time and
its possible distortions have largely nourished the imaginary of
the choreographic piece, “REW. It depicts a man and a woman
whose presence and relationship are organized around the
theme of renunciation of the body and its ultimate figure:
suicide. It emulates a magnetic tape that would be built on three
simultaneous tracks, “REW is a mixture of dance, music and
video and combines their singular narratives to question the
state, perdition and immateriality of a body that renounces, but
also to represent several archetypal situations of the passage
to the suicidal act. It is through the multiple arrangements of
these narratives, the enigmatic errors they bring to the surface,
their obsessive repetitions, their mutations and an ultimate
acceleration, that the dramaturgy was articulated. This dialectic
of the event that uses new technologies in music and video
design reinvents the typology of choreography. It contextualizes
the gesture in multiple environments with plastic and aesthetic
particularities.
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Comment
One of the many paradigms that govern my collaboration with
Hervé Robbe is that of a kind of “counterpoint”, as if music
and dance were generated by the same polycentric force
circulating in a space. For me, the expression of this symbiosis
depends on the choice to observe, study, imitate and finally use
independently the same forms of energy deployed in time by
the dance. During the creation of Permis de construire - Avis de
démolition (2000), I worked from a “transcript” that I realized
from a filmed dance sequence. My analyzes of videotapes wer
made to find the internal rhythm of the danced sequences,
to visualize temporal units, to isolate the movements more
evident to my eye, the flows of energy; A kind of notation, rather
personal. The transcription of this analysis was a temporal
scale on which I marked key points, curves, with a more or less
wide resolution, according to the type of dance analyzed. Then I
turned my back on the video and used this time scale as “cantus
firmus” to construct a musical episode as coherent as possible,
and at the same time characterized by a certain relationship with
the danced episode. The asymmetry of certain movements, the
balance, the weight of the body and the force necessary to put it
in motion, inertia, fatigue, allowed me to discover musical forms
that perhaps I would have never found. For the first stage of the
creation of “REW (2003), I decided to continue my approach to the
analysis of motion as a composition process, but this time using
a computer tool. A camera and a computer were watching the
dancer in my place. At the other end of the chain, a computer was
ready to produce sound. My intervention as a composer was then
limited to realize the design of the synthesis modules deciding
how the analysis of the movement (made by EyesWeb) had to
enter into relation with these modules. Transfer the danced
gesture directly into the audio stream looking for the slightest
possible interference from me. All this was done in deferred
time, in the dance studio. In a second step, I observed the sound
materials generated, I’ve studied them, segmented them,
recomposed them, superimposed them, once again in search of
a state of balance between literality, fidelity to the originary
gesture, and the necessary alterity of musical action.
Andrea Cera

Rew is a picture of the last view on life. All the components of
the performance are fragmented: the projected video is showing
pieces of memory, empty spaces, faces, bodies, places, the
movements of the dancers are cryptic, the music is made from
many different samples and rhytmic alterations and variations.
The performance results a perfect mix of coordination between
sound and movement. This is because of the continuity of the
work of Andrea Cera starting from Permis de construire - Avis
de démolition (2000) imitates the energies deployed in time by
dance to realize a music sequence.
Roberta Busechian
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